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i. INTRODUCTION 

Blum's notion of a complexity measure [ 7] models some of the prin- 

cipal properties of various dynamic computational resources. Unfortu- 

nately Blum's axioms are weak enough that some complexity measures have 

pathological properties which do not correspond to intuitive notions of 

how dynamic resources such as time or memory should behave for any pro- 

gramming language on any machine. Whereas Blum's axioms regard differ- 

ent programs as unrelated atomic entities, I approach efficiency con- 

siderations by viewing complicated programs (or instructions) as being 

built up structurally from simpler programs (instructions) via synthe- 

sizing functions. I consider limits (via the size of resource estima- 

tion functions) on the "overhead costs" associated with the coordination 

of the resource requirements of the simpler component programs (instruc- 

tions) during execution of the synthesized programs (instructions). 

E.g., a synthesizing function might take a program, change an input 

variable to a control variable, and surround it by a for loop indexed 

by that variable. It is reasonable to expect to be able to bound the 

resource requirements of the loop by a "very subrecursive" function of 

information concerning the resource requirements of the various passes 

through the loop and the number of passes. Such an approach, which is 

related to previous literature cited in Section 4~ allows one to avoid 

considering pathological submeasures and thus provides a step toward 

Hartmanis' goal of characterizing "natural" c?mplexity measures [i0]. 

This paper suggests axioms concerning the form of the relationship 

between a resource estimation function and a synthesizing function, 

independent of what the synthesizing function does (e.g., independent of 

whether the synthesizing function takes an instruction and uses it as 

the body of a for loop or uses it as the then clause of an if statement). 

Since the ease of different ways of synthesizing programs from simpler 

ones may vary radically from one reasonable programming language to 

another~ such an approach to "natural" complexity measures seems appro- 

priate. Such efforts lead me to model an underlying notion of computer 

memory and how it behaves, and I propose ways to axiomatically distin- 

guish between %onsumable" computational resources such as execution 

time and "reusable" resources such as computer memory (including the 
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possibility of dynamic storage allocation). The need for axiomatic dis- 

tinctions between time and memory has been emphasized by Hartmanis [i0]. 

The subrecursive speed-up theorem which will be announced in [ i ] 

and is proven in [ 2 ] depends upon specific axioms of the general form 

discussed here, for specific synthesizing functions correspond%ng to for 

loops, S-m-n, etc. Section 4 discusses it briefly. 

2o FORM OF AXIOMS 

Let N= [0~i,...]. All relevant values will belong to N. Let 

[fi] index some subset of the collection of partial recursive functions, 

with "program" i 6N requiring d(i) ~i inputs. Let [gi] be an asso- 

ciated complexity measure. 

The synthesis method for fo_~r loops produces equivalent programs 

when applied to equivalent programs. Other synthesis methods might de- 

pend upon resource requirements (e.g., the output of the synthesized pro- 

gram equals the execution time of the component program) or upon param- 

eters (e.g., given a component program and a finite table, the synthe- 

sized program gives the output prescribed by the table if the input is 

relevant to the table and behaves like the component program otherwise). 
~ 4  

A s~nthesizing function s(p;M) has numbers ~I ~ ~2' and ~3 associ- 

ated with it and maps a sequence of ~I +~3 members of N, the first 

Z! representing input programs to the synthesizing function and the last 

Z3 encoding parameters, to members of N. The first ~2 input programs 

are distinguished as g-indep_____endent , the rest being ~-d_e,p,enden ~. Say 

P = (PI~'''~P~I) 
s 

and ~':(pi,...,p~l ) are similar if d(Pi) :d(pl) for 
4, 4 all i. If ~ and ~' are similar, d(s(~;~)) must equal d(s(p ;~)) 

for all parameters ~. A synthesizing function induces a g-operator if 

equivalent programs are synthesized whenever the C-independent programs 

are replaced by equivalent programs and the 9-dependent programs are 

replaced by programs which are both equivalent and have identical compu- 

tational resource requirements° If all the programs are @-independent~ 

a g-operator is an operator. Although previous efforts to deal with 

the abstract form of axioms relating program structure to complexity have 

been limited to operators, numerous other g-operators are of interest. 

An obvious example is a synthesizing function r such that fr(j) =%j" 

For acceptable universal languages, the existence of such a recursive r 

follows from [ 7 , Th. 2] by unbounded minimalization (unbounded search~ 

i.e., while loops), and the Combining Lemma [II, p. 451] yields the 

existence of a recursive function R such that gr(i)(x) ~R(i~x,¢i(x)) 
" a " for each i such that d(i) = I. Many n tural languages, both univer- 

sal and subrecursive, allow straightforward introduction of "tracing 
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facilities." (E.g., initialize a new output variable to zero, precede 

each statement of the original program by an associated statement which 

updates the variable to reflect the resource requirements needed to exe- 

cute that statement, and modify branches so that the new targets are the 

new statements associated with the old targets.) Thus, for "natural" 

languages, r and R can be expected to be "very subrecursive." A 

@-operator can be used to model the use of operating system clocks to 

monitor the amount of computational resource which a given program may 

use~ for instance via a synthesizing function s(i,j) having two com- 

ponent programs and having the property that if d(i) =d(j) = i then 

fs(i,j)(x) never halts if fi(x) never halts, has output 0 (indicat- 

ing program j tried to exceed the resources allowed by the "clock") if 

fi(x) halts and ~j(x) #fi(x), and has output fj(x) otherwise. In 

this example, the "clock" program i is ~-independent but program j 

is @-dependent. Another example of a @-operator which is not an oper- 

ator stems from the parallel computation property [13]: fs(Pl,p2)(~) 

is 0 if d(Pl) ~d(p2) , f (~) if d(Pl) =d(P2) and 

~pl(~) ~p2(~), and fp2(~ I otherwise. 

A sub computation d escri~tio ~ (s~d) for s(~;~) encodes a sequence 
4 

(i,y,r,e,sp,ap,cr,na). Intended meanings are: Component program Pi' 

for I ~i ~ 41, has been computed on the d(Pi) inputs ~ as far as is 

possible using only r ~pi(~ ) units of computational resource ~. The 
4 

sd is incomp!ete ' if r < ~pi(y ). Each of e, sp, ap, and cr must be 

0 or I. If e =i, as must be the case if i~, the sd is entire, 
f 4 indicating that only pi(y), not ~pi(y), is relevant and that if the 

subcomputation is incomplete then it is being completed. If sp = i, 

the information used to perform the subcomputation is being Preserved. 

(If the sd is incomplete and ~ is time, e.g., this will allow the 

subcomputation to be continued without wasting execution time re-simu- 

lating the first r steps.) If ap =i, the answer is being preserved. 

If the sd is complete, this means that fpi(~ ) is stored in memory if 

f pi(Y)* the sd is entire and that and @pi(~ ) are both stored in 

memory if the sd is not entire. If the sd is incomplete, ap =i 

means that the fact that r < ~pi(~ ) is stored in memory. If sp =i, 

then ap = i. If cr =i, the sd is "currently relevant" to the amount 

of ¢ used. The number of activations is given by na. The intended 

meanings of cr and na will be clarified later. 

Think of a synthesizing function s as providing a "skeleton" for 

the bookkeeping efforts and coordination of subcomputations of component 

programs via a finite number of instructions (or states) ni which is 

independent of the programs ~ and parameters ~ which are being 
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synthesized, with start inst_~uction 0 and halt inst~iction ni-l. It 

should be possible to "trace" which subcomputations are performed as a 

computation proceeds, with each new subeomputation corresponding to a 

new stag_~e s. The values of a tracing function t should encode se- 

quences t(p;M;x;s) =(i~SI, O°-,Sn) , n ~0, where i <hi indicates what 

instruction is about to be executed and the sd's S~ encode the cur- 

rent status of (and some of the history of) all subcomputations which 

have been initiated. When ~ ~ and ~ are clear from context~ 

t ~  ~ ~ ~ ~p;K;x;s) will be abbreviated ar t s. If ts+ I =(i~Sl~--.~m) , them 

m~n. If i ~ ~n, the successor ~ of S~ must concern the same 

i and ~ as S~ and must have a resource bound ~r. If S~ has 

e =i, sp =0, or ap =0~ ~ must have the same property. If ~>r~ 

~ is an active continuation. If this is the case, S% must have 

sp = i. (If a subcomputation encoded in S~ is not preserved, any ef- 

forts to "continue" it will have to be associated with an index other 

than ~, and we will be charged for all the resources required to begin 

the subeomputation anew; e.g., this will help model execution time sen- 

sibly.) If ~% is an active continuation~ ~ must have cr =i. (This 

will allow us to consider the computational resources used in the sd. 

E.g.~ if ~ is memory~ it will allow us to charge for the memory re- 

quired to obtain an answer (even if it is then deallocated), not just 

for the memory required to store that answer.) If S~ is entire and 

incomplete then ~ must be an active continuation. ~ is active if 

~n and it is an active continuation, or if ~ >n. If ~ >n, ~ must 

have cr =i. If i=ni-l, ts+ l=t s. Otherwise precisely one of 

~i ~''''~m must be active. Thus m E ~n,n+l]. If m=n+l~ ~m must 

have na =I. If ~ ~n, ~ and S~ must have the same values of na 

unless ~ is active and S~ is not active, in which case the na 

value of g~ must be one greater than the na value of S~. Thus na 

is, roughly speaking, the number of times attention has switched to pur- 

suit of that subcomputation. 

A resource correlation function c indicates that all of the sub- 

computations performed while computation of program s(~;~) on input x 

is limited to r units of @ are encoded in values of t for stages 

s ~c(p;M;x;r), abbreviated Cr° It must be nondecreasing ~n its last 

variable r. If r I ~r2 aCs(~;~)(~), then crl =Crz- 

If the execution of a complicated program merely involves bookkeep- 

ing activities to coordinate various executions of component programs, 

these bookkeeping activities shouldn't increase the complexity too much. 

Thus, it is reasonable to require that a resource estimation function R 

exist with the properties that the "rate of growth" of R is reasonably 
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small and for all r~ 

* ~ * ^ ~r for all s ~ c . (*) R(p;k;X;tr) m r, where encodes t s r 

In particular, for r =@s(~;~)(~),~ R takes information concerning the 

complexities of all the relevant subcomputations and creates an upper 

bound on the complexity of the entire computation. The function R 

should be such that its value only depends upon those sd's in 
r 

which have cr =I and should have the monotonicity property that re- 

placing the r value of an sd in ~r by a larger value does not 

decrease the value of R. 

Several contrasts between time and memory will be given later. For 

the moment, note that for time we may require that cr = i for all sd's 

and that for memory an sd should have cr =i if and only if (iff) it 

has ap = i. 

Inequality (*) implies that the bookkeeping activities involved in 

coordinating the subcomputations performed by a synthesized program can- 

not themselves create non-halting computations; the synthesized program 

can fail to halt only because one of the subcomputations fails to halt 

or because the synthesized program requires infinitely many subcomputa- 

tions. When we consider the special case of operators, this amounts to 

a restriction on the operators I consider. If I were attempting to 

axiomatize the complexity of operators, this would be an absurd restric- 

tion. Rather, !'m attempting to use a reasonably small class of opera- 

tors (and @-operators) to characterize "natural" programming languages 

and complexity measures. As such, I feel this restriction on the source 

of non-haltlng behavior is helpful; a designer of a universal programming 

language should make sure that the primitives of the language do not hide 

the potential sources of non-halting computations from the programmer. 

If the various notions discussed above do conform to their intended 

meanings, we may gauge how "natural" a programming language and complex- 

ity measure are in terms of "how subrecursive" the functions s, t, c, 

and R can be for various means of synthesizing programs with various 

kinds of structure, e.g., what the "rate of growth" is for a func~on R 

which relates the resource requirements of an entire for loop to the re- 

source requirements of the various passes through the loop and the number 

of passes. However, we have not yet assumed enough to guarantee that 

s, t, c, and R correspond to our intuitive notions. E.g.~ a complex- 

ity measure which purports to behave like memory might involve very small 

amounts of computational resource simply because most sd's are arbi- 

trarily given cr =ap =0. Also, t might be "padded" to mention lots 

of spurious, irrelevant subcomputations. If this is the case, t may 
r 
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be large and it may be possible for R~ the function which purports to 

relate the complexity of a computation to the complexities of its sub- 

computations, to be " ~' ex<remely subrecursive" and to have a very small 

T'~rate of growth ~' due to this pathological tracing function. If we assume 

we are dealing with a specific programming language with specific notions 

of time and memory and with a specific subroutine structure which is re- 

sponsible for placing information in a tracing function, we don~t need 

to worry about such issues. However, a more abstract setting is desir- 

able. (E.g., consider the problem of modeling recursive procedures. It 

is plausible to expect that a synthesized program will always be syntac- 

tica!ly distinct from its component programs, although it may be equiv- 

alent to one of its component programs. If this is the case, the re- 

striction that sd's can only mention component programs does not let 

us mention recursive calls directly in the trace. A more abstract ap- 

proach can reflect a recursive call to the synthesized program indirectly 

in terms of the subcomputations involving component programs which are 

executed during that recursive call.) 

Three issues need to be dealt with: (I) How can we force the value 

of ap to reflect a reasonable notion of memory utilization? (2) How 

can we guarantee that t encodes sufficiently many subcomputations to 

represent the basic structure of the synthesizing function? (3) How can 

we guarantee that t doesn't encode to_~o many subcomputations? 

To deal with (i), we may formalize the notion that the ~'history '' of 

a computation can only be retained in memory and implicitly in terms of 

what instruction is about to be executed. Such information should be 

adequate to determine what subcomputation will be performed, and such 

information plus the result of that subcomputation should in turn be ade- 

quate to determine which instruction will be executed after that subcom- 

putation. Such an approach also allows us to force the nature of the 

subcomputations recorded in a tracing function to suffice to determine 

the answer~ thus dealing with (2). The formalization of these ideas is 

contained in the Appendix. The basic idea is that the value produced by 

a synthesized program on a given input depends upon only finitely much 

information about programs in p, possibly including information about 

run-times of non-entlre subcomputations. This generalizes the effective 

continuit~ of partial recursive operators by allowing the run-times of 

non-entire subcomputations to influence the result of the computation 

(as in the parallel computation property, e.g.) and via the introduction 

of notions related to memory; effective continuity is given in terms of 

all subcomputations ever performed, corresponding to algorithms with ade- 

quate storage to retain the results of all subcomputations, whereas the 
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above notion includes conditions under which two computations can lead 

to the same answer even if they disagree on some subcomputations, if 

limitations on memory eventually lead to situations where those differ- 

ences are no longer remembered. The above conditions imply that s 

induces a ¢-operator. Material related to (3) is also discussed in the 

Appendix. 

Inequality (*) concerns an upper bound on how great the complexity 

of the synthesized program can be in terms of the complexities of the 

relevant subcomputations of component programs. Reasonable conditions 

which imply lower bounds can also be formulated. For fixed ~ and x 
4 

and arbitrary p, if an sd in t s has cr =i and has a large r 

~ ~-(~) can be expected to be large value or large values among y, @s(p;M) 

(If a component program is executed for r units of resource in a sub- 

computation, then the synthesized program should require at least r 

units of resource. If a subcomputation involves input ~ and some mem- 

ber of ~ is much larger than all members of ~ and ~, we may expect 

that a great deal of resource is associated with producing 3, e.g., 

that it took a great deal of time to compute ~ and that it takes a 

great deal of memory to store 3.) If t s contains lots of sd's hav- 

ing cr =i, @s(~;~)(~)~ can be expected to be large, even if each such 

sd has small values of r and ~. (If ~ is "consumable," e.g. time, 

this is clear. If ~ is "reusable," e.g. memory, all the resource re- 

quirements are required simultaneously.) Thus, it is reasonable to 

assume that for each ~, ~, and ~ there are only finitely many collec- 

tions of sd's which for arbitrary ~ can appear among the sd's of 

t s having cr =i and still allow ~s(~;~)(~)~ < r, and it is reasonable 

to assume that we can enumerate that finite collection of collections of 

sd's and know when we are done enumerating it (e.g., via canonical indi- 

ces [15]). Such an approach to lower bounds is in the spirit of Symes 

[16] and Constable [ 8 ]. The condition can frequently be used to detect 

computations which cycle forever on r units of resource. (See Ausiello 

[ 6 ] and Havel [12].) E.g., suppose ~ is such that every sd in t 

which has ap =i also has cr=l, e.g., ~ = memory. It is possible 

to simulate the computation until either the lower bounds imply more than 

r units of resource are required or two distinct stag~s have identical 

configurations (so that the computation cycles, by effective continuity) 

or the computation halts. 

Even if the programming language is subrecursive, so that [fi] 

enumerates a small subset Y~ of the collection of recursive functions, 

it is frequently reasonable to assume that Yg itself contains the func- 

tions s, T, c, and R associated with a synthesizing function, where 
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T(~;~;~;s;r) =t s whenever s ~c r. Such an assumption is in the spirit 

of the axioms required for the subrecursive speed-up theorem [ I ~ ~ ]o 

3. TIME VERSUS MEMORY 

If ~ is a "reusable" resource, the crucial issue concerns which 

uses of the resource need to be performed simultaneously, so it is rea- 

sonable to assume the existence of a function R t such that for all r 

(~) R(~;~;~r) = max{R'(~;~;~ts): s ~Cr] 

and such that R' satisfies the monotonicity property and values of R' 

only depend upon those sd's in t which have cr = i. If @ is "con- 

sumable" and an sd S in t has cr =i~ its successor ~ should 

also have cr = i. If @ is tim_~e, it is reasonable to assume that there 

is a function R' which satisfies the monotonicity property and is such 

that R(~ ~ 4 ,-~ ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ , M;X;~r) =R (p;k;x;~[p;M;X;Cr)), since the trace t at a given 

stage s encodes adequate information concerning the history of the sub- 

computations; na records how many times attention has switched back to 

the subcomputation, and the values of sp and ap tell whether time 

has been devoted to deallocation of storage. By memory I mean the memory 

used to store the data relevant to execution of a program (e.g., the 

data stored in activation records associated with dynamic storage allo- 

cation), not the memory used to store a static representation of the 

program text. Time and memory should have the following contrasting 

properties: 

(a) For time, every sd has cr = i. For memory, an sd has cr =i 

iff it has ap = i. This distinction emphasizes that time must be consum- 

able whereas memory may be reu__sable. E.g., suppose index ~ of a trac- 

ing function indicates a computation has performed an incomplete subcom- 

putation, the subcomputation and answer are not preserved~ and then at 

a later stage the subcomputation is attempted again. (This might happen 

when dealing with the parallel computation property and attempting to 

minimize the memory used, e.g.). Since the old subcomputation was not 

preserved, the new active sd must be associated with some index ~' /~. 

For time, the sd's having indices ~ and ~' will both still have 

cr = I, hence will both be relevant to the function R ~, indicating we 

are still being "charged for" the time spent on the old subcomputation. 

For memory, the sd having index ~ at the new stage will have cr = O. 

Since R' only depends on sdrs having cr =l, the old memory once 

associated with index ~ may be being reused currently. 

(b) Although some synthesizing functions may fail to exploit the 

potential reusability of memory, preserving all subcomputations and 
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answers so that these particular uses of memory somewhat resemble time, 

it is the information preserved in memory, not the execution time, which 

affects how the computation will proceed and whether the computation 

will cycles as the discussion of (1)-(3) indicated. 

(c) The time spent on a subcomputation always affects the time of 

the computation but the memory required to just store the answer to a 

subcomputation doesn't always depend on the amount of memory required to 

compute the answer: For time x replacing an r value in any sd by a 

strictly larger r value gives a strictly larger value for R t. For 

memory: The analogous property holds for sd's having sp =i. (In 

such cases the memory used in performing the subcomputation is still 

allocated.) If an sd has sp =0 and ap= i and is incomplete or not 

entire, increasing the value of r gives at least as large a value for 

R ~ and increasing the value of r sufficiently much gives a strictly 

larger value for R ~. (In such cases preserving the "answer" includes 

storing the value of r.) If an sd has sp = 0 and ap = i and is 

complete and entire, increasing the value of r leaves the value of R ~ 

unchanged. (In such cases only the output of the computation, not the 

amount of memory required to obtain that outputs is stored.) 

(d) Deallocating storage decreases the memory used but requires 

extra time: Replacing an sp or ap value of i by a value of 0 

gives an R' value which iS at least as large for time but at most as 

large for memory. Similar comments apply if an e value of 0 is re- 

placed by 1 in a complete sd having sp =0 and ap =l, correspond- 

ing to deallocation of the memory used to store the r value of a non- 

entire computation. 

(e) The number of times control switches back and forth to continu- 

ing a subcomputation which is being preserved affects execution time but 

doesn't affect memory usage: Increasing the value of na in an sd 

gives a larger value of R' for time and does not change the value of 

R' for memory. (E.g., if the parallel computation property is approached 

by preserving subcomputations in memory and switching back and forth be- 

tween the two non-entire subcomputatlons as two coroutines, execution 

time may depend upon the number of coroutine calls but memory utilization 

will not.) 

Note that (,) will be satisfied for time as well as for memory. A 

typical R' would add the sum of the r values of the sd's having 

sp =l to the sum of the base 2 logarithms of the numbers which need to 

be stored due to sd's having ap =l for memory or would add the sum 

of the na values to the sum of the r values for time. Note these two 

examples are very similar, involving additions in both cases. Thus~ the 
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specific nature of R ~ (e°go~ addition versus multiplication) is not 

as relevant to distinctions between time and space as the other consid- 

erations given above. 

4. RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE LITERATURE 

For the special case of operators and acceptable enumerations of 

the entire collection of partial recursive functions, recursive synthe-. 

sizing functions correspond to effective operators, which are the same 

as the partial recursive operators, each of which is effectively contin- 

uous. The basic idea of viewing complicated programs as synthesized 

from simpler ones and considering limits on the "overhead costs ~' of co- 

ordinating the resource requirements of the component programs during 

eeecution of synthesized programs is present implicitly or explicitly 

in various works of various authors including Ausiello, Bakers B~cv~ 

Chytils Constable, Lynch s and Young and is especially prominent in the 

concluding chapter of Symes [16] and is consistent with informal prose 

at the end of Hartmanis [i0]. E.g., several authors propose an axiom 

dealing witb composition such that fs(PlsP2](x)~ =fpl(fp2(X)) and 

~s(Pl~p2)(x) ~p2(X) +@p!(fp2(X)) whenever d(Pl) =d(p2) =i. The pres- 

ent paper contrasts with the previous work in the following ways: ~- 

operators such as that related to the parallel computation property are 

treated as well as operators. An underlying notion of memory is modeled. 

Conditions are given for gauging whether a proposed tracing function con- 

tains too few or too many subcomputations. An effort is made to distin- 

guish between "comsumable '' resources such as time and "reusable" re- 

sources such as memory. 

In addition, previous literature does not adapt major results from 

universal programming languages to subrecursive languages, as is done in 

the subrecursive speed-up theorem [ I s 2 ]. I have formulated specific 

axioms for several specific synthesizing functions which imply the exis- 

tence of speed-upable functions [7], functions which do not possess 

optimal programs. Previously Known proofs of speed-up only apply to uni- 

versal programming languages (languages which compute all partial recur- 

sive functions), in part because they require that a universal function 

for the language must itself belong to the language. My result also 

applies to a broad class of "natural j' subrecursive languages (languages 

in whleh every program always halts). The technique employed appears to 

provide a basis for an abstract theory of subrecursive complexity roughly 

along the lines sought by Constable and Borodin [9]. The subrecursive 

speed-up theorem is much more general [3] than the special cases implicit 

in [9, P. 561], which are "transferred" to specific subrecursive 
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languages from specific universal languages. 
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7. APPENDIX 

' = t ( ~ '  ~ ~ Abbreviate t s ;~;x;s). To formalize the above notions, say 

t = t s and t'= t t s t have identical configurations if p and ~t are 

similar, t and t t encode the same instruction, and the sd's of t 

and t' which have ap =I can be put into one-to-one correspondence 

so that corresponding sd's have the same i,y, and e values, corre- 

sponding sd's are either both complete or both incomplete, correspond- 

ing sd's which are not entire have the same r values (so that 

@~, ~) ~r , and corresponding sd's which are complete % i ( ~  ) ~r  i f f  ~ i( ,  ) 
4 are such that fp,(y) =fp!(y). 

For all p, ~, ano x, z 0 must encode the start instruction and 

no sd's, and fs(~;~)(~) must be defined iff t s encodes the halt 

inst~action for some s, in which case every entire sd in t s must 

be complete. Suppose t =t s and t' =t s, have identical configura- 

tions. If they encode the halt instruction, fs(~;~)(~) must equal 

fs(~, ~)(~). Suppose they do not encode the halt instruction. Then it 

is reasonable to require that the active sd's of ~ = ts+ 1 and 
~t n 

=ts,+l must have the same i, y, and e values, and if they are 

not entire they must also have the same r value. If they are entire 

and fpi(y ) and fpL(y ) are defined and equal, then require that t{ 

and t~, must have identical configurations, where s ~s+l and 

~' a s'+l are the first stages at which the active sd's of t^ and 
S 

s t are complete. (Those active sd's concern i and ) Suppose 

the active sd's of ~ and ~' are not entire. Suppose also that 

either both or neither of ~p (y) ~r and ~p~(y) ~r hold, and that if 

both hold then pi(y) =fpi(y) o Then T and T' must have identical 

configurations. This completes conditions for (i) and (2). 
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Let ~ and {~ be similar. Let S be an sd which concerns 
4 ~t 

i, y, and r. If S is entire, say p and are compatible with 

respect to (wrt) S if fp~(y) =fp~(y). If S is not entire, say they 

are compatible wrt S if the conditions @pi(y ) ~ r and ~ r @pi(Y) 
either both hold or both fail and if in addition fPi(~)=fpi(~) in 

I 
case both conditions hold. If t s and ts~ have identical configura- 

tions and ~ and ~' are compatible wrt the active sd's of t{ 

for every { such that s < ~ ~c(p;K;X;~s(~;~)(~)) , ~  the above conditions 

*, (~) ~ ~,(~) This is the notion of effective conti- imply fs(p ;~) =fs(p;k) " 

nuity referred to in the body of this paper. 

Several approaches to (3) come to mind. If t s does not encode 

all the relevant subcomputations (i.e., does not encode the halt instruc- 

tion), then one approach would be to require that ~', ~, s ~, and s ~ 
' ' )  ,= ;~;x;s and t = exist such that t =t s and t'=ts s 

t(4n ~ ~ M p ;~;x;s ) all have identical configurations but such that ~' and 

~ give different results to the (similar, by effective continuity) 

active computations performed at stages s'+l and s~+l and that this 

results in either a different instruction at the end of those stages or 

in initiation of different subcomputations at stages s'+2 and sX+2. 

However, this is not a reasonable general approach to (3). E.g., con- 

sider a synthesizing function s such that fs(Pl,p2)(~) equals 0 if 

d(Pl) ~d(P2) or fpl(~) and fp2(~) both halt with different outputs 

and such that fs(Pl,P2)(~ ) \  never halts otherwise. A reasonable tracing 

function for s might be such that after computing fp (~), the next 

~he subcomputation would always be fp2(~), regardless of value of 

fol(~ ).% An alternative approach to (3) would require that t, t', and 

t all have identical configurations but that fs(~,;~)(~)~ ~fs(~H;~)(~). 

However, this alternative only insists that some of the subcomputations 

after stage s are necessary, not that all of them are necessary. An- 

other possibility is to insist that the active subcomputation at stage 

s+l should be such that subcomputations which agree up to that point 

but which disagree on that subcomputation are guaranteed to eventually 

produce different outputs, even though further subcomputations may be 
required to determine what those outputs are. This approach is too 

restrictive, as illustrated by the synthesizing function s discussed 

earlier in this paragraph. 

Instead of the above approaches to (3), the following approach 

appears to be reasonable: Suppose that t s does not encode the halt 

instruction and that the active sd of ts+ 1 concerns i and ~. It 

is reasonable to require that there exist ~', {#, s', and s n such 

that ts, ts, , and ts~ all have identical configurations, such that 
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for every ~ such that s~+2 ~m~ ~c(~' 4 4 ~ ;~)(~)., ~k;X;~s{ ~, j it is the case 

that ~ and ~ are compatible wrt the active sd of t~ unless 

it concerns l and y~ and such that fs,~, ~,(x) #fs,~ ~,~x)o (If 
~ ~P ; ) ~ [P ; ) 

in addition fp~(y) equalled fp~(y) and %~!(y) equalled @nf(Y)~ 

, ~ (x) =fs _x ~<x). Thus~ the effective continuity would imply fs(D ~ {4 

subcomputation performed by program s(~';~) at stage s'+l~ corre- 

sponding to the active sd of ts+l~ really did affect the outcome.) 

If the active sd of ts+ I is not entire, we may also require fpf(y~)_. 

= fp#(g) (so that the only relevant discrepancy between ~' and l~# 

#pi[Y)"@' concerns the fact that and ~p$(g) are not equal) 

If such a condition is satisfied~ clearly the tracing function 

encodes essential information. Of course some moderately reason- 

able synthesizing functions do sometimes perform unnecessary subcomputa- 

tions. Thus~ sometimes in concrete situations where we are certain that 

the tracing function reasonably models a specific notion of time or 

memory for a specific programning language~ we may be willing to live 

with tracing functions which fail to have this property. However~ in 

more abstract situations use of the above condition appears to be a 

reasonable way of guaranteeing that a tracing function doesn't encode 

too many subcomputations. 


